
1.  Which suffix makes a noun from the adjective 

“active”?

A) –ment B) –dom C) –ity

D) –tion E) –sion

2.  Choose the correct variant.

The garden is completely white. We had ... snow 

last night.

A) some B) a few C) a lot

D) a lot of E) a little

3.  Choose the correct answer.

Who makes trousers and shirts?

A) a tailor B) an engineer

C) a musician D) a babysitter

E) a farmer

4.  Choose the correct form. 

My brother sometimes ... lunch with his friends 

at the canteen.

A) have       B) does C) is

D) are E) has

5.  Choose the correct sentence.

A) Tom has got friends.

B) Tom is have a lot of friends

C) Tom have a lot of friends.

D) Tom is a friends.

E) Tom have got a lot of friends.

6.  Choose the correct variant.

A) There are sugar in the mug.

B) There is books on the shelf.

C) There are many bananas at the supermarket.

D) There is some flowers in the vase.

E) There are some bread at the supermarket.

7.  Choose the correct prepositions.         

.......Monday morning I get up  ...........7 o'clock.

A) on, in B) in, under

C) in, at D) on, at

E) from, in

8.  Choose the antonym of the underlined word.

These exercises are hard for you, you can't do it.

A) easy B) difficult C) long

D) short E) strong

9.  Choose the correct word. 

The sun is shining …

A) sunny B) bright C) brightly

D) foggy E) dark

10.  Choose the correct variant:

A shop where you can buy newspapers and 

magazines is a ...

A) post office B) butcher's

C) clothes shop D) main square

E) newsagent's

11.  Choose the correct question.

I am from Azerbaijan.

A) Do you go to Italy?

B) Is she from Italy?

C) Where are you from?

D) Are you from Greece?

E) Are you from Italy?

12.  Choose the correct word.

Your father and mother are your...

A) uncles B) kids C) grandfathers

D) parents E) children

13.  Write the correct degree of adjective.

Big cities are __________ than ever before.

A) more noisy B) noise C) the noisier

D) noisy E) much noisier

14.  Choose the correct variant.

____ those your new trousers?

A) Do B) Is C) Are 

D) Have E) Will

15.  Choose the correct tense form.

What is Harry __________ now?

A) doing B) does C) did

D) to do E) do
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16.  Choose the logically correct answer.

If you can't pass the exam, you will  ...   .

A) be happy B) feel calm

C) feel  cheerful   D) be unhappy

E) be intellectual

17.  Complete the sentence. 

A shop assistant is a person ... .

A) who writes different articles

B) who regulates traffic

C) who delivers letters

D) who sells different goods

E) who draws pictures

18.  Choose the correct variant.

This book _______ from recycled paper, so it is 

good for the environment.

A) is make B) made C) is made

D) was making    E) are made

19.  Complete the sentence.

When someone finds something that already 

existed in the world he makes .......... .

A) an idea B) a discover

C) an invention D) a discovery

E) an invent

20.  Change the sentence into the Passive Voice.

People speak English in many countries.

A) English was spoken in many countries.

B) Spoken English is in many countries.

C) English is spoken in many countries.

D) English spoken in many countries.

E) Many countries are spoken English.

21.  Choose the correct variant.

It was a very difficult text. I … to look up 

a lot of words in the dictionary.

A) didn’t have B) can C) may

D) had E) must

22.  Choose the line of plural nouns.

A) work, faces, deer

B) teams, information, sheep

C) games, batteries, news

D) pencils, lice, passengers

E) attention, replies, plums

23.  Choose the correct variant.

I ... interested in Roman architecture since the 

1970s.

A) shall be B) have been

C) was D) am

E) has been

24.  Choose the correct tense form.

John ... golf while his sister ... in the pool.

A) had played, was swimming

B) was playing, was swimming

C) has played, is swimming

D) played, had swum

E) was swimming, has swum

25.  Complete the sentence. 

After Tom’s illness we … .

A) could hardly recognize him

B) didn’t recognize Tom too

C) couldn’t hardly recognize him

D) recognized him more hard

E) could  also recognize him either

26.  Choose the correct sentences.

1. The answers to the exercise is on page 215.

2. The main problems of the city are traffic jams

and pollution.

3. All the students of the school were invited to 

the party.

4. The plates on the table was full of tasty food.

A) 1, 2, 3 B) 3, 4 C) 1, 4

D) 2, 3         E) 2, 4

27.  Choose the correct variant.

The boys … we saw in the park are my friends.

1. whose   2. who   3. -   4. whom   5.where

A) 2 , 3, 4 B) 1, 2, 5 C) 3, 4, 5

D) 1, 3, 4 E) 2, 4, 5

28.  Choose the correct variant.

There was ... that we were an hour late.

1. such a little traffic

2. so a little traffic

3. so much traffic

4. such a lot of traffic

A) 1, 4 B) 3, 4 C) 1, 3

D) 2, 3 E) 2, 4
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29.  Choose the sentence with the noun in the 

Possessive case.

A) They listened to the childrens’ song.

B) He’s waiting near the house.

C) The Brown’s are very kind people.

D) Jane needs a lot of money for her son’s

treatment.

E) Jack’s got a little wooden house

30.  Choose the antonym of the underlined word. 

The youth like singing and dancing.

A) poor B) young C) wounded

D) rich E) old

31. Such kind of report is made in August, ____?

A) is it      B) aren’t it     

C) is it not      D) isn’t it

E) wasn’t it

32. The streets were five times as ____ as in the old 

district.

A) narrow                  

B) narrower               

C) narrowly

D) the narrowest 

E)more narrower

33. This soup was cooked by ____.

A) her self      

B) her own      

C) her      

D) herself 

E) theirselves

34. Where is my umbrella? – You must ____ it in 

the bus.

A) left      B) have left      C) had left      

D) has left E) to have leave

35. Even if she doesn’t want, she will ____ to the 

hospital.

A) take     B) be taking     C) be taken     

D) be took E) taken

36. What ____ if it looked like raining?

A) would you do               

B) would you be doing     

C) have you done

D) are you doing 

E) will you done 

37. Choose the correct articles.

It was ___ nice summer day when ___ weather 

was fine and ___ sun was shining in the blue sky.

A) ~, ~, the 

B) the, a, a     

C) ~, a, the    

D) the, ~, a   

E) a, the, the     

38. Choose the correct variant.

I am afraid you will miss that train. You ____ a 

taxi.

A) should take             

B) should not take       

C) should be taking

D) should have taken 

E) should to take

39. My grandmother ____ flowers from the country,

but now she doesn’t go there.

A) is used to bring           

B) is used to bringing      

C) was used to bringing

D) used to bring 

E) was used to bring 

40. I never saw anyone ____ a wedding so much.

A) enjoying                 

B) to enjoy                      

C) enjoys

D) enjoyed 

E) have enjoyed 
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